How Siege Media Helped
Redbubble Grow From
0 to 35,000+ Monthly Visits

CA S E STU DY

The Client
Redbubble gives independent artists a meaningful new way to sell
their creations through home decor, gifting and more.

500%

INCREASE IN BLOG
TRAFFIC IN >1 YEAR

20%

Challenges
Redbubble spent years creating a solid brand foundation and
loyal following, but struggled to consistently create content
internally. They were leaving non-branded terms on the table for
their competition and needed a vendor who understood their
specific voice and audience.

INCREASE IN BLOG TRAFFIC
MONTH OVER MONTH

Growth Summary

Top 5

Content Marketing for Witty eCommerce Brand

MOST TRAFFICKED BLOG
POSTS BY SIEGE

INDUSTRY
eCommerce

LOCATION
San Francisco

SERVICES PROVIDED
Content Marketing &

While we had the benefit of leveraging an already authoritative
brand, Redbubble was ultimately starting “at zero” with a blog
that they hadn’t yet leveraged. Additionally, Redbubble needed
top funnel keywords with strong brand tie-in to their quirky and
creative shopping community.
We immediately dove into keyword research inspired by their
unique artists and partnerships. We uncovered niche
opportunities like “space puns” and “Rick and Morty quotes” to
target potential customers who had a specific interest in their
product lines.
We also created link building content to ensure continued growth
of their domain authority so rankings would “stick.” The end
result was not only creating some of the most clever, fun and
addictive content, but content that consistently performs,
increasing their organic blog traffic by 500%+.

Consulting

[Siege Media is] very proactive and always free to discuss
opportunities in detail. They are very generous with their
time and always willing to share their knowledge.”
Jacinta Oliver-Cook
Commercial Merchandising Manager
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Featured Content

What is CalArts Style?
Rank: #1 for “CalArts style” (14,000
searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 3,900
Monthly traffic value: $8,000

Rick and Morty Quotes
Rank: #2 for “Rick and Morty
quotes” (10,000 searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 3,000
Monthly traffic value: $13,000
Links: 18

Space Puns
Rank: #1 for “space puns” (2,100
searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 2,800
Monthly traffic value: $6,100
Links: 18

Office Party Christmas Games
Rank: #1 for “office Christmas party
games” (900 searches/mo)
Monthly traffic: 2,000
Monthly traffic value: $4,500
Links: 36
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Drive more traffic,
links and revenue for
your company.
We love helping businesses
take off.
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Let’s Grow Together.

